MEETING MINUTES
Campus Conservation Committee
September 16, 2013
BMU 304, 3:00 to 4:00 pm

PRESENT: Dale Wymore (Business Services), Elizabeth Ritter (CCC Assistant), Fletcher Alexander (Sustainable Development), Michael McNairn (Procurement), Jesus Torres (AS Recycling), Kaitlin Haley (AS Environmental), Eli Goodsell (AS Sustainability), Bret Jensen (AS Representative)

NOT PRESENT: Durbin Sayers (FMS), Duane McCune (Procurement), James Engelking (SCOOPS; Co-director), Amanda Leonis (SCOOPS; Co-director), Jason Smock (Property), Marie Patterson (FMS), Richard Perrelli (Environmental Health & Safety), Chuck Grant (Housing), Melissa Taylor (Accounting Operations)

Approved Minutes 8-15-13

1. Business
   a. Sustainability Day – Fletcher
      i. In preparation for Sustainability Day, the CCC; as a sub-committee of Campus Sustainability Committee, developed a draft vision statement for Sustainability Day for review—
         1. CSU, Chico will achieve zero waste as defined by 90% diversion from landfill and incinerators by 2030.

2. Next Meeting – October 21, 2013 at 3:00 pm, BMU Room 304.